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Nearing the conclusion of its third presale period, the Big Eyes (BIG) meme coin is expected to
generate increasing interest. Does Big Eye Coin want to entice Dogecoin (DOGE) and Shiba Inu
(SHIB) holders to their pre-sale coin pie with its early success and growth?

Here’s your chance to finally learn about Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency that’s been getting all the buzz.
Predict how the communities of Dogecoin and Shiba Inus will respond to the introduction of a new
meme coin.

Big Success of Big Eyes Coin
Presales for Big Eyes have increased dramatically this week. They have collected $4,583,229.77 thus
far in their pre-sale. They broke their daily record by $500,000 in just one day. That’s a lot of money,
and it’s changing hands quickly.

Big Eyes Coin (BIG) isn’t only rejoicing about this, though; they’ve also just announced (more to
come) that they’ve achieved CEX tier 1 security. For the uninitiated, this means that once the Big
Eyes Coin presale concludes, the coin will be released on a centralized exchange (CEX).

The Big Eyes team and community may rest easy knowing that their future trading will be handled
by a reputable and established exchange. There will be many Big Eyes investors who are relieved to
hear this news. This is due to the fact that CEXs are notoriously picky about who they let on board,
and therefore Big Eyes Coin had to undergo extensive verification procedures before being allowed
to trade on any of the CEXs.

The Big Eyes Twitter team is celebrating their recent victories with a BONUS. If you buy Big Eyes
Coins during the presale, use the code BIGOCT22 to save 5%.
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The achievements of Big Eyes are piling up. But, Will
Dogecoin and Shiba Inu Owners Be Interested?
Well, it’s tough to know who has what and for how long, but if you ask experts for investment advice,
they’ll probably tell you, “Don’t put all your crypto eggs in one basket.”

Many locals follow this investment model. Assuming the owners of Dogecoin (DOGE) and Shiba Inu
(SHIB) are not hiding out in a cave, it’s safe to assume that they, too, are thinking about investing in
this adorable kitty meme cryptocurrency.

But what about the possibility of them grabbing a cat
instead of a doge?
Dogecoin and Shiba Inu have been rivals ever since the former arrived. It lives on in the code of
Dogecoin forks like Tamadoge (TAMA) and Baby Dogecoin (BABYDOGE). Could someone from such
a bloody family tree really turn around and back a cute little kitten? Based on the recent success of
Big Eyes Coin (BIG) and its whitepaper, this seems likely. Moreover, a cat is a welcome diversion
from the usual Dogecoin marketing.
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Conclusion
When a presale begins in the cryptocurrency realm, many questions arise, but Big Eyes’ recent
success provides a wealth of lessons and takeaways. The Shiba Inu (SHIB) and Dogecoin (DOGE)
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may be inclined to purchase some Big Eyes Coin to balance out their cryptocurrency portfolios
(BIG).


